The cause of youth violence kids could get hurt. And they could die. And they will fight a lot now. And they will get hurt more now because of youth violence. Kids will get in trouble more with the cops. And they will not get good jobs. And they will be really poor when they grow up little kids would know how to fight. And that would start problems with people. And the little kids will grow up poor when they are older. And in schools they will not learn anything. And that will make them not get jobs. So they will be poor when they are older. So they can not provide for their kids. So the kids will copy their mom and dad. And then they will be poor when they are older. And what I could do about it is tell the kids why you are fighting with him. And tell him to try to talk out the problem with the person you are fighting with. And say can you stop doing that to me. And I would go around schools say why are you fighting it will get you in trouble. And give all the reasons why it is not
good to fight and not start trouble. Once you became a bad kid you do not change the way you are. You will start fighting and the cops will came in your life as a child and maybe as teenager if you do not change in to good not bad and you will never get out of trouble as a kid or as a teenager. So that is youth violence.